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WHAT ARE SHORT-LIVED CLIMATE POLLUTANTS?

They are 
powerful 
climate 
forcers and 
dangerous 
air pollutants, 
and are 
detrimental to 
human 
health, 
agriculture 
and 
ecosystems.

WHAT ARE SHORT-LIVED CLIMATE POLLUTANTS?
SLCPs are substances with relatively short lifetime in the atmosphere and a warming 
influence on near-term climate. 
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INTRODUCTION
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THE SAFEST PATH TO 1.5°C
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ADDRESSING THE MAIN EMITTING SECTORS





WASTE MANAGEMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE

Direct GHG 
Emission – waste 
sector :
3-5%

Potential impact 
of avoided 
emissions 
throughout the 
economy:
15-20%

ccacoalition.org

Source: Global Waste Management Outlook, 2015



WASTE MANAGEMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE

An advanced 
waste 
management 
system 
becomes a 
net reducer 
of 
greenhouse 
gas 
emissions

ccacoalition.org
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FOOD WASTE AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Each year, about 1/3 of all food produced for 
human consumption in the world is wasted. 

The Food Wastage Footprint (FWP) model 
was developed to understand the magnitude 
and sources of the impacts of food wastage and 
point toward action areas to reduce food 
wastage.

The environmental footprint of food wastage 
is assessed through 4 indicators: carbon 
footprint, bluewater footprint, land occupation, 
and biodiversity.

The carbon footprint of food wastage is the 
total amount of GHG emitted throughout the life 
cycle of the product, expressed in kg of CO2eq.
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CARBON FOOTPRINT OF FOOD WASTAGE
The carbon footprint of food wastage is estimated to be 3.6 Gt CO2 eq.

If land use change is included, global food loss and waste generate annually 
about 4.4 Gt CO2 eq or about 8% of total anthropogenic GHG emissions.

Source: FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations)
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VOLUMES OF FOOD WASTAGE
At global level, food wastage is balanced between the upstream (54%)
and downstream (46%) of the supply chain

32%

22%

11% 13%

22%
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SLCPS AND THE WASTE SECTOR
Solid waste sector is a substantial source of short-lived climate pollutants (SLCPs), 
particularly black carbon and methane

• Landfills are the third-
largest source of global 
anthropogenic methane 
emissions

• Open burning of waste 
emits black carbon and 
other air pollutants

• Black carbon is also 
emitted by outdated and 
polluting vehicles used in 
waste collection and 
transport



MSW INITIATIVE
Mitigating SLCPs from Municipal Solid Waste

Objective
• Reduce emissions of SLCPs across the 

municipal solid waste sector by 
providing a comprehensive package of 
resources, technical capacity building, 
and a global network of cities to 
facilitate the design and implementation 
of locally appropriate actions. 

Added value of the Initiative:
• Working directly with cities
• Support from the CCAC partners 
• Mobilizing experts from all over the 

world



MSW Initiative is working with its partners 
on the following focus areas

Reduce waste generation

Address
open 
burning

Improve waste 
collection & 
handling 
equipment

Promote organic 
diversion and 
treatment 
programs: 
composting and 
anaerobic digestion

Institute 
recycling 
programs

Use landfills as final disposal 
options and enhance landfill 
operations - promote landfill 
gas recovery

Measure 
and track 
SLCP 
emissions 
reduction

Informal 
sector

Communications

Enabling
Policies



MSW Initiative Overview

• Direct technical assistance for developing 
waste management master plans, waste 
assessments, and feasibility studies, and 
for identifying and promoting 
appropriate financing for waste projects

• Tools and resources that help cities and 
national governments track their 
emissions reductions, determine 
appropriate waste management 
solutions, and identify best practices

• Information exchange and networking 
opportunities bring cities together to 
share best practices, highlight success 
stories, and encourage peer-to-peer 
learning and city mentoring

• Training and capacity 
building sessions for city 
officials, waste 
management staff, and 
other stakeholders

• A Knowledge Platform that 
compiles and organizes 
helpful resources such as 
case studies, guidance 
documents, and databases 
from partners and other 
organizations

The Initiative brings together technical experts and policymakers from 
all levels of government to offer :



CCAC High-Level Assembly Commitments
2017 Bonn Communiqué

In 2017, CCAC Partners committed to 
implement and support each other to:
• Encourage actions by national, state, and 

local governments to avoid and reduce 
methane emissions by diverting organic 
waste from landfills, which includes 
preventing and reducing food waste 
and partnerships with the private 
sector. As well as adopting measures to 
capture and use methane from landfills.

• Decrease black carbon emissions by 
preventing the open burning of waste 
and working towards achieving 
universal waste collection by 2025



12.3 By 2030, halve per capita global food waste at the retail and 
consumer levels and reduce food losses along production and supply 
chains, including post-harvest losses

Source: https://www.unenvironment.org/explore-topics/sustainable-development-goals/why-do-sustainable-development-goals-matter



Key Actors for Reducing Food Loss and Waste*
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Cities



Possible Approaches for Reducing Food Loss and Waste

23

Cities



Key Actions: Consumption *

24

Actor Actions
Households • Buy only what you expect to eat: check refrigerator and cupboards before shopping, use a 

shopping list, and plan meals in advance.
• Know the difference between “use by” (which is about food safety) and “best before” (which is 

about quality and still safe to eat after this date). 
• Freeze or preserve food before it spoils, and find out how to best store different foods so they 

stay fresh and safe longer. 
• Find creative ways to use leftover ingredients and products past their peak quality, as well as to 

cook the parts you may not normally eat.
• Organize the kitchen and refrigerator so that items do not get lost and spoil.

Restaurants • Engage staff on food waste reduction (e.g., explain why reduction is important, give tips on 
waste reduction, and reward staff who deliver against targets). 

• Shift away from preparation methods such as batch cooking, casserole trays, and buffets to reduce 
overproduction and repurpose excess food (e.g., offer customers “doggy bags,” safely incorporate 
unused items into other dishes, sell excess food at a discount, donate unsold food). 

• Revisit inventory management and purchasing practices (as well as menus) to better fit needs 
based on historical trends and waste data. 

• Use scales in the kitchen to weigh food and track items most commonly wasted (and estimate the 
financial cost of food disposed, thus creating a financial signal to waste less). 

• Consider whether portions served exceed what can be eaten, and rethink promotions that 
encourage overpurchasing by customers.

Hotels • Engage staff on food waste reduction 
• Rethink the buffet (e.g., shift certain items to a la carte near end of mealtimes, reduce the size of 

dishes used in buffets). 
• Reduce overproduction by producing smaller quantities of items consistently left on the plate. 
• Repurpose excess food (e.g., by safely incorporating unused items into other dishes, or by donating 

it). 
• Communicate to guests about food waste and encourage them to take only as much as they need.



Key Actions: Consumption*
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Actor Actions
Catering/food 
service

• Engage staff on food waste reduction (e.g., explain why reduction is important, give tips on waste 
reduction, and reward staff who deliver against targets). 

• Reduce the amount overproduced (e.g., by producing smaller quantities of items that are 
consistently underconsumed). 

• Repurpose excess food (e.g., by safely incorporating unused items into other dishes, or by 
donating it). 

• Use scales in the kitchen to weigh food and track items most commonly wasted (and estimate 
the financial cost of food disposed, thus creating a financial signal to waste less). 

• Evaluate contractual obligations between clients and suppliers that generate waste and 
overproduction (e.g., contracts that stipulate that all hot dishes must be available for the full-
service period).

Public and 
Private 
Institutions 
(e.g., 
schools, 
hospitals, 
government 
canteens)

• Engage staff on food waste reduction (e.g., explain why reduction is important, give tips on waste 
reduction, and reward staff who deliver against targets). 

• Reduce the amount overproduced (e.g., by producing smaller quantities of items that are 
consistently underconsumed), and repurpose excess food (e.g., by safely incorporating unused 
items into other dishes, or by donating it).

• Introduce techniques to minimize people taking overly large portions (e.g., trayless dining, 
flexible portion sizes, pay-by-weight pricing system, smaller plates). 

• Revisit inventory management and procurement practices (as well as menus) to better fit 
needs based on historical trends and waste data. 

• Use scales in the kitchen to weigh food and track items most commonly wasted (and estimate 
the financial cost of food disposed, thus creating a financial signal to waste less).

*Source: Reducing Food Loss and Waste. WRI, 2019 



Hierarchy of destinations for achieving
SDG 

Target 
12.3
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October 2015
Signed Sept 2016

Adhesion to the 
National Food 
Loss and Waste 
Program

Feb 2017
Resolution 
#126/SGRY –
“Let’s take care of 
food” Program

April 2017
Study “Diagnosis of 
food waste in city 
residences” –
University of 
Bologna

Case Study: Buenos Aires

• Population: 3 million
• MSW generated: + 7,300 tons/day
• Organic waste generated: + 1,800 tons/day
• Food waste generated: 9,500 tons (2016)

2

Residential 
waste 
composition*

Source: Engineering Faculty, University 
of Buenos Aires, 2015



https://youtu.be/1xriEmfULCw 28

Case Study: Buenos Aires
www.buenosaires.gob.ar/alimentos

https://youtu.be/1xriEmfULCw
http://www.buenosaires.gob.ar/alimentos


Residential 
generation

29

Case Study: Buenos Aires
Organic Waste Treatment

Residential composting 
300 home composters

MBT plant
1,200 tpd

Large 
generators

Green waste valorization
14 tpd

Center of Recycling of the City
110 tpd
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Resources on Food Waste
Webinars
• Reducing food waste in a large hotel, Hilton Sydney Hotel –

September 2018
• Tips to reduce food waste in cities – April 2019
• Food loss and waste in Mexico – October 2019
Resources
• Waste Initiative tools
• Food Loss & Protocol

o FL & Waste Accounting and Reporting Standard
o Guidance on quantification methods

Partners’ documents
• ADEME: Food losses and waste: inventory and management 

at each stage in the food chain - 2016
• WRAP: Commercial Food Waste Collection – 2015
• EU: Guidelines on the Preparation of Food Waste 

Prevention Programme - 2011 32



Mitigating Emissions from the Waste Sector  Results 
in Numerous Benefits for the Community

Solutions
Organic waste  
diversion and  
management

Efficient waste  
collection, transport,  
and handling

Preventing  
waste burning

Challenges Black carbon emissions  
from vehicles and  
equipment

Black carbon emissions
from open burning and
landfill and dump fires

Methane emissions  
from landfills and  
dumps

ENVIRONMENTAL
• Climate change  

mitigation
• Air quality  

protection
• Water quality  

protection
• Litter reduction

SOCIAL
• Improved public  

health
• Workerprotection
• Improved welfare of  

the informal sector
• Improved aesthetics

Benefits

ECONOMIC
• Job creation
• Resource  

conservation
• Costs reduction
• Energy generation

Landfill gas  
capture

Learn how the Climate and Clean Air Coalition is helping cities reduce  short-lived climate pollutant 
emissions from the municipal solid waste sector: http://www.ccacoalition.org/en/initiatives/waste

http://www.ccacoalition.org/en/initiatives/waste


Thank you!

ccac_secretariat@unep.org

@CCACoalition | facebook.com/ccacoalition

www.ccacoalition.org

For more information, contact:

Sandra Mazo-Nix

Sandra.mazo-nix@un.org

mailto:Sandra.mazo-nix@un.org


https://youtu.be/IoCVrkcaH6Q

https://youtu.be/IoCVrkcaH6Q
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